Hosts
- Tom Langenstein
- Barbara Block
- Simone D’Amico
- Leo Hollberg
- Sherman Lo
- Brad Parkinson
- David Powell
- Jim Spilker
- Todd Walter

Invited Speakers
- Greg Milner — Death by GPS
- Brad Parkinson — GNSS Issues, Opportunities and Accolades
- Col. Steven Whitney — Update on GPS Program
- Mingquan Lu — Overview of the BDS III Signals
- Michel Digonnet — Advanced Laser-Driven Fiber Optic Gyroscopes for Tactical Applications
- Michael Garcia — Results and Analysis of Aireon’s Spaced-Based ADS-B On-Orbit Testing
- Tom Van Baak — GPS, Flying Clocks and Fun with Relativity
- Zac Manchester — Space-Based Tracking for Conservation
- Janice Coen — Understanding and Predicting Wildfires
- Liang Heng — Autonomous Driving in China’s Urban Environments
- Nick Enge — From Norway to NorCal: The Saga of the Enges
- ...Plus Student Talks

Corporate Sponsors

Web Site: http://scpnt.stanford.edu
Email: tom.langenstein@stanford.edu
Phone: (650) 823-4906

SPACE IS LIMITED to 160 Attendees! — RSVP Required